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Abstract 

The emergence of regenerative medicine has led us to a paradigm shift in the design of novel 

biomaterials, which are now increasingly considered as (bio)active scaffolds that can induce tissue 

regeneration as opposed to the more traditional concept of passive implant materials. 

Colloidal gels have recently been identified as a promising bottom-up strategy for the design of 

highly functional scaffolds by employing micro- or nanometer-scale particles as building blocks 

to assemble into 3D matrices with defined physicochemical and mechanomorphological 

properties. 

Colloidal gels are composed of continuous network of particles aggregated in a continuous 

dispersed medium. Gelatin based colloidal gels are distinct in morphological and mechanical 

characteristics owing to the spatial organization of particles on the network structure. 

Attractive interactions between colloid particles over short distance leads to their aggregation 

forming clusters which can have a fractal structure in the form of either branched open or compact 

dense networks. Both gel micro structure and mechanics can be regulated from this organization 

of colloidal building units at the microscopic scale. 

In this study, gelatin based colloidal gels were developed from electrostatic interaction between 

positively charged gelatin colloidal particles (from cationic gelatin A) through the addition of 

electrolytes, anionic polyelectrolyte and negatively charged gelatin colloidal particles (from 

anionic gelatin B). 

Screening and neutralization of charge on the colloidal gelatin reduces the repulsive barrier and 

causes the particles to aggregate. Variation of charge screening and neutralization mechanism 

alters the aggregation mode of particles which yields different microstructural organization and 

the mechanical properties of the colloidal gels. Three modes of aggregation were utilized to 

regulate the organization of cationic gelatin A colloid during the colloidal gel formation. In the 

first mode of aggregation, sodium chloride was used to aggregate the particles into compact dense 
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clusters with constrained and less-interconnected void, where the electrolytes can screen the 

electrical double layer to induce the clustering of particles. In the second mode of aggregation, 

sodium salt of polyacrylic acid was used to induce simultaneous neutralization and bridging of the 

particles into tenuous strands with unconstrained and interconnected voids. Finally, negatively 

charged gelatin B colloids were allowed to form a heterogeneous microstructure. 

We utilized this approach to develop three colloidal gels which can exhibit different 

microstructural morphology. 

By employing different approaches, we characterized the gelatin based colloidal gels to define 

their micro structure and mechanical characteristics and to underline the structure-function-

property relationship. In summary, gelatin based colloidal gels developed through modulation of 

aggregation kinetics provides a versatile material engineering tool to design 3D colloidal gels with 

distinct microstructural morphology and mechanical characteristics. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Regenerative medicine, particularly for tissue engineering and drug delivery, utilizes the 

multidisciplinary principles of materials science, medicine, and life science to develop 

replacements for degenerated and diseased tissues and organs [1]. 

1.1 Colloidal gel as a potential biomaterial 

Colloidal gels, have recently been identified as functional materials as scaffolds and matrices. 

These gels are developed by employing micro-or nanometer-scale particles as building blocks 

which are assembled into aggregated as networks to form space-spanning structures [2]. 

Due to the characteristic microstructural features colloidal gels can provide functional properties 

for controlling cellular responses and functions during morphogenesis. This enables colloidal gels 

as a promising artificial matrix for biomedical applications. 

1.2 Gelatin based colloidal gel 

Gelatin based colloidal gels can be developed by aggregating colloidal gelatin particles using 

different modes of aggregation, in particular by inter-particle interaction of ionic gelatin particles 

through electrostatic interactions. 

Gelatin, is denatured collagen and is known for its biocompatibility, non-immunogenicity,[4] and 
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controllable biodegradability and non-immunogenicity. It is inexpensive and commercially 

available as both cationic (gelatin type A, isoelectric point (IEP)9) and anionic (gelatin type B, 

IEP5) form without the necessity of additional functionalization [18]. 

Colloidal gels are appealing in terms of their properties [3].First, sub-micron sized building blocks 

render colloidal gels injectable, for optimal filling of irregularly shaped tissue defects and 

material-tissue integration by using minimally invasive approaches [4] [5].Second, physically 

cross-linked particulate networks resulting from strong interparticle forces are beneficial for many 

biomedical applications, such as encapsulation of bioactive molecules [6] [7] or cells [8] [9]. 

Especially, micro- and nanoparticles are suitable carriers for controlled delivery of biomolecules 

[10] [11].By loading these particles with therapeutic [12] or signaling agents, the resulting bulk 

colloidal gels offer a virtually unlimited freedom with respect to their capacity for controlled and 

sustained delivery of bioactive agents to stimulate tissue regeneration [13][14] [15]. 

Additionally, by exploiting the reversibility of noncovalent interparticle interactions, colloidal gels 

can be rendered self- healing [4] [16] [3] [17].Several fundamental and applied studies have 

expatiated the colloidal inter- actions in such smart systems. This holds much promise for the 

development of tunable novel biomaterials. Electrostatic crosslinking with different approaches 

can aggregate the charged gelatin colloidal particles into distinct spatial structures through 

different modes of aggregation. Specifically, the counter ions are varied to modulate the 

aggregation of positively charged gelatin colloidal particles into distinct patterns by using 

electrolyte (sodium chloride), poly electrolytes (polyacrylic acid), and negatively charged gelatin B 

colloidal particles. The electrolytes can induce clustering into dense structure while polyacrylic 

acid can allow bridging interaction to form tenuous branched networks and gelatin B can form a 

heterogeneous microstructure (combination of both). 

As a result, gelatin based colloidal gels are distinct in their morphological and mechanical 

characteristics. Both the gel microstructure and mechanics are regulated from the organization of 

colloidal particles and the aggregated clusters in the microscopic scale. 

The focus of this thesis is to outline the microstructural morphology of these gelatin based colloidal 

gels owing to the spatial organization of particles in the networks by using different approaches. 

Specifically, the key focus is to identify structure-property correlation in the mechanomorphology 
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of colloidal gelatin based gels. 

1.3 Thesis Layout 

The rest of this thesis is laid out in three additional chapters. Chapter 2 provides a background 

information related to this work. Chapter 3 outlines the experimental designs and approaches. 

Chapter 4 describes the results and data analysis to interpret the outcome. And finally, Chapter 5 

is the summary of the current work with future directions. 
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Chapter 2 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

2.1 Characteristics of colloidal gel 

During colloidal gel formation, gelation occurs in non-dilute systems of colloidal particles which 

experience attractive interactions. The resulting gel is a network of aggregated colloidal particles 

with solid-like mechanical properties. 

In order to predict and control the material properties of gels, it is important to identify the 

conditions for gel formation and how the gel microstructure evolves post-gelation [19].The 

aggregation process of colloidal tiny particles into larger clusters are critical to control the 

structure of the colloidal gels and ultimately to define the morphology and mechanical properties 

of the gels. The kinetic growth processes to form clusters from particles with self-similarity in 3D 

result into fractal like structure. 

As the colloidal particles undergo aggregation, they form structures which can be described with 

fractal geometry concepts. The spatial organization of the colloidal particles embedded in these 

aggregates is quantified by means of their fractal dimension which plays a key role in the clusters 

diffusion and aggregation process. Fractal dimensions are typically known for some specific, ideal 

aggregation scenarios, such as for diluted diffusion limited cluster aggregation (DLCA) or reaction 

limited cluster aggregation (RLCA). As the initial colloidal particle concentration increases, there 

are two factors which needs to be ad- dressed (i) to investigate the clusters spatial organization in 

a scenario where growth and aggregation occur simultaneously and (ii) to assess the corresponding 

aggregation kinetics. 

For diffusion limited cluster aggregation (DLCA), no repulsive interactions between clusters exist 
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and so, the time spent by a cluster before it reacts with an- other is totally controlled by Brownian 

diffusion i.e. the clusters stick upon con- tact therefore, the sole parameters affecting the cluster 

structure are thegrowth rate and the initial occupied volume fraction. When the Volume fraction 

is in- creased more compact clusters are observed, it is most evident when considering the non-

growing clusters where the growth rate is 100%. 

In contrast to this is the reaction limited cluster aggregation (RLCA), there are strong repulsive 

interactions that reduce the aggregation rate. If these repulsive interactions correspond to a short 

range repulsive barrier, then the cluster motion is purely Brownian and the aggregates interact 

only on contact. In this case, the repulsive barrier can be replaced by a sticking probability, P, 

defined as the fraction of effective collisions that lead to the formation of a new bond. Due to the 

lower value of sticking probability, in RLCA as compared to that in the DLCA case the resulting 

clusters are typically more compact in RLCA. 

Both the DLCA and RLCA are purely kinetic phenomena driven primarily by diffusion and can 

account quantitatively for cluster formation and morphol- ogy. These are universal processes 

independent of the material in use [20][21]. 

Colloidal gelation occurs when inter-particle attractive forces aids in aggregation to form the 

networks. The net interactive forces can result from the displacement of surface interfacial 

charges, dwindling interactions from the non-dissolved species, or polymer-induced bridging 

[22]. 

Attractions between particles promote the growth of aggregates, which are spatially 

interconnected form a system spanning network. The kinetics of particulate coagulation 

proceeding via diffusion-limited or reaction-limited aggregation are highly varied depending on 

the strength and range of inter-particle attraction and repulsion [23]. 

In DLCA, as soon as any pair of particles on different clusters comes within a certain minimum 

distance (or occupies neighbouring lattice sites), the clusters become permanently joined together, 

and thereafter they diffuse as a new single cluster. The aggregation rate is limited solely by the time 

taken for the clusters to collide by Brownian diffusion. The clusters formed in the fast aggregation 
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regime (DLCA) are more ramified and relatively monodisperse. 

But in case of RLCA, instead of every cluster collision leading to aggregation (as in DLCA), there 

is only a small probability of two colliding clusters joining together permanently. Hence, RLCA 

stimulates the behavior of colloidal particles having a substantial repulsive energy barrier in the 

interparticle pair potential. The low rate of particle aggregation in RLCA allows the simulated 

particles (clusters) to explore a much wider range of close-ranged configurations prior to their 

irreversible association into fractal clusters of more compact structure [24],therefore it leads to a 

less tenuous and denser compact aggregates with a resultant increase in fractal dimension. 

Therefore, the cluster morphology in the DLCA and RLCA aggregation kinetics reflects the 

geometry of the corresponding aggregation processes themselves, incorporating the fractal 

dimension of the cluster trajectories that lead to their formation [25]. 

The common consensus regardless of the microstructure details and gelation pathway is that 1) The 

rheological properties are a function of colloid volume fraction and determined by the nature of 

the interactions between the aggregated particles, as well as the structural arrangement of the 

particles within the gel network. Depending on the physicochemical conditions, the attractive 

colloidal interactions may be weak or strong, and any network structure formed may be transient 

or permanent [24]. 2)In a system of finite particle concentration, the space occupied by the 

growing aggregates must eventually fill the entire space available. Hence a point is reached during 

the process of irreversible aggregation when all the clusters connect together to form a system-

spanning network. This structural definition of gelation is known as percolation and it is necessary 

for gelation. 

Colloidal gels are formed by the aggregation of sub-micron colloidal particles in 3D into 

interconnected network structures. The assembly of these particles through interparticle 

interactions leads to large-scale gel structure from the organization of particles which are self-

similar at certain length scales. 

Qualitatively, colloidal particles aggregate into clusters, which are hierarchically developed into a 

self-spanning network to form the gels. The transition of the dispersions of colloidal particles into 
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gels depends on the fraction of particles present in the dispersion and the extent of interparticle 

interactions, which ultimately define the microstructural organization of particles through a 

defined mode of particle aggregation. 

By varying these two parameters, the mechanical properties and the mi- crostructural morphology 

of the colloidal gels can be regulated independently. 

Colloidal gels are extensively researched as materials in terms of their structure- function 

properties. Huanan, W. et al documented the approach of electrostatic interaction mediated 

aggregation of oppositely charged colloidal particles, by mixing oppositely charged GelA and GelB 

nanospheres, to form injectable and biodegradable colloidal gels. Dynamic light scattering (DLS) 

was used to pro- vide direct evidence for the formation of cohesive aggregates of several 

micrometers in size due to the attractive electrostatic interaction between unmodified, oppositely 

charged gelatin nanospheres under diluted conditions [4]. 

Another study demonstrated utilizing oppositely charged PLGA nanoparticles to create a cohesive 

colloidal gel. Colloidal gel self-assembled through electrostatic force resulted in a stable 3-D 

network that easily molded into the de- sired shape. 

Further the colloidal gel demonstrated shear-thinning behavior due to the disruption of 

interparticle interactions as the applied shear force was in- creased, but once the external force was 

removed, the strong cohesive property of the colloidal gel was recovered. This reversibility 

property of the gel made it an excellent material for holding, extrusion or injection of tissue colloids 

[26]. 

Wang et al. formed colloidal gels with positive and negative charged gelatin nano- and micro-

particles featuring an isoelectric point of 9 and 5 respectively obtained by precipitation with 

acetone. The colloidal networks were formed due to the strong electrostatic interactions. This 

highly pH dependent system displayed much superior viscoelastic properties cohesiveness 

recovery, Injectability, and in vitro degradation with nanoparticles than micro-particles [4]. 

Further routes for colloidal gel formation as discussed in Francesco Sciortino et al. work were 

evaluating the features of simple inter-particle potentials which were able to generate low-packing 
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fraction arrested states, i.e. gels, in the absence of a macroscopic phase separation phenomenon. 

Colloidal gel models were built on the basis of short range attraction and long range repulsion and 

the other was on local constraints disfavoring packing local structures [27]. 

In addition to these primary adhesive forces other interactions like Vander Waals or capillary inter-

particle forces also are at play. 

2.2 Colloids as a novel biomaterial 

One of the most important factors for successful tissue engineering is designing bio- logically 

active scaffolds with optimal characteristics. 

In that respect, hydrogels made from biodegradable polymers are ideal candidates, since they are 

generally biocompatible, biodegradable, and, in some cases, injectable [14][28] [29]. In addition, 

hydrogels based on both natural and synthetic polymers have continued to be of interest for 

encapsulation of cells and most recently such hydrogels have become especially attractive to the 

new field of tissue engineering as matrices for repairing and regenerating a wide variety of tissues 

and organs [30].Nevertheless, current hydrogel materials exhibit a rather poor ability to present 

multiple signaling molecules at programmed time-points and release rates. A recent study on the 

clinical efficacy of bone morphogenic protein-2 which is a potent osteogenic growth factor 

confirmed that untimely release of the agent from conventional scaffolds led to serious clinical 

complications [31]. Development of interpenetrating polymer network(IPN) were adapted in 

hydrogel, but the addition of a secondary robust network limited the self-recovery property of the 

material. For instance, self- recovering IPN hydrogels that include a second non- reversible 

chemical crosslink network failed to reach a complete healing recovery. Once the covalent bonds 

are broken, the damage is irreversible and cannot be re-formed. The development of tough and 

autonomous self- hydrogels is yet to be fully realized [32]. 

Colloidal gels, on the other hand, have recently been identified as a promising bottom-up strategy 

for the design of highly functional scaffolds by employing micro- or nanometer-scale particles as 

building blocks to assemble into shape-specific bulk materials. 

The physiochemical properties of these polymeric particles can be tailored in terms of size, charge 
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and chemical derivatization [32-41]. 

Colloidal gels are formed by networks of aggregated particles and can regulate the 

mechanomorphological features of the gels. Further in Colloidal gels, interparticle interactions 

such as electro- static forces [42],magnetic forces,[42],hydrophobic interactions [15] and steric 

hindrance can be exploited to induce self-assembly of micro- or nanoparticles into integrated 

scaffolds. By incorporation of bioactive agents (e.g., enzymes, growth factors and/or bio-mineral 

nano-crystals) into these particulate build- ing blocks of variable biodegradability, injectable gels 

with micrometer-scale resolution and complexity can be formed. 

Several 3D hydrogels have been designed to investigate the endothelial mor- phogenesis where 

the gels are designed with bioadhesive ligands (e.g. RGD), degradable linkages (e.g. MMP 

sensitive), and growth factors [43-45]. 

These physically or chemically crosslinked hydrogels  are  developed  from  synthetic and natural 

polymers e.g. polyethylene glycol [43], alginates[45], hyaluronic acid [46] as well as from 

reconstituted biological matrices e.g. fibrin[47], collagen[48], glycosaminoglycan. However, the 

exact roles of matrix stiffness and morphology cannot be extracted independently. Specifically, in 

such gels, these features are intertwined because changing gel density simultaneously alters 

morphol- ogy and mechanics. Moreover, these hydrogels are extremely fibrous with small mesh 

and provide limited control on the spatial microenvironment of the matrix for cells to organize. 

Within this context, colloidal gels enable the systematic identification of the matrix conditions in 

terms of its stiffness and morphology, because these gels are formed by the self-similar assembly 

of particles. More- over, the assembly of these particles in 3D can regulate the spatial 

microstructure and guide the cells to organize into functional vascular networks. Thus, by 

controlling particle aggregation, both matrix mechanics and morphology can be tuned in a 

controlled manner in a colloidal gel. 

By incorporating inorganic building blocks into the colloidal gels offers con- siderable advantages 

in terms of increased material stiffness, and enhanced tis- sue response to the osteoconductive 

properties which is of great value in hard tissue regeneration [49] [32]. 
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2.3 Significance of the current work 

In this present thesis work, the self-assembly of gelatin nanoparticles to form 3D colloidal 

networks was highlighted. It is an important fact that inter-particle electrostatic attractions drive 

them closer resulting assemblies of different architecture. We attempted to form distinct colloidal 

architecture and analyze their microstructures and the impact it had on their mechanical behavior. 

This was achieved by adding electrolytes like sodium chloride, polyacrylic acid and gelatin B 

particles which formed aggregation with the positively charged gelatin A particle. And as the 

particle fraction is increased in a given aggregation mode, the hierarchical evolution of the network 

in 3D lead to increased mechanical strength. Viscoelastic properties of colloidal gels made of 

gelatin nanoparticles were investigated thoroughly using rheological characterizations. 

Fluorescent imaging techniques were analyzed using image j software to visualize the gelatin 

aggregated networks, and how their different mode of aggregation varied with their 

microstructure morphology. 

The significance of my thesis work, is to provide how the different characterization of colloid gel 

network in the three colloidal gelatin gels, is highlighting the different microstructural 

morphology further validating the mechanism of colloidal aggregation due to difference in their 

network organization. 

Further focus in the study of colloidal gel system was to examine the diffusion of large molecules 

moving through the gel network to gain an insight on the colloidal gel formation by diffusion 

limited cluster aggregation and reaction limited cluster aggregation and also to get a detailed and 

quantitative interpretation of diffusion data in terms of heterogeneous gel structure and the 

different microstructure network (possible dimensions of the pores) owing to their different modes 

of colloid aggregation. Therefore, we subjected gelatin based colloidal gels for encapsulation of 

BSA. The release of BSA from the gelatin Nano particulate matrix followed a diffusion-controlled 

mechanism. 

Further, Fluorescein isothiocyanate dextran (FITC-D), were also used as surrogate 
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macromolecules to study the loading and in vitro release behavior of gelatin nanoparticles. 

In vitro degradation profiles for the three different colloidal gel networks were investigated to 

reveal the nature of degradation and how the different microstructure organization influences in 

the permeability of enzymes to the interior of colloid gelatin network, further promoting the 

different degradation profiles for the different gelatin colloids. The degradability of colloidal 

gelatin gel network when subjected to PBS Solution and Collagenase 1A were monitored and the 

total protein released in the supernatant using bicinchoninic acid (BCA) assay at various time 

points. Microstructural reorganization of gelatin colloidal network was analyzed using Image J 

Software and rheological characterization. 

The final goal of our study is to develop gelatin based colloidal gels developed through different 

methods of aggregation kinetics and to study their distinct microstructural morphology and 

mechanical characteristics. More Specifically, the viscoelastic properties, diffusion/permeability 

degradability were evaluated in gelatin based colloid gels. 
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Chapter 3 
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 

3.1 Introduction 

The stepping stone to the creation of a new material is designing of its constituent building units. 

The interactions between basic units of matter can dictate the overall properties of the new 

engineered material from converting macromolecules to colloidal network [39]. 

Further, strong attraction between the colloid particles over short distance takes place which 

further leads to their aggregation and forms clusters that have a fractal structure in the form of 

either branched or open and tenuous networks. 

Formation of 3D assemblies for regenerative medicine can take place through complementary 

interfacial charges of gelatin colloids. 

Both the gel micro structure and mechanics can be regulated from this organization of colloidal 

building units at the microscopic scale. 

The electrostatic crosslinking was achieved by altering the counter ions with the positively charged 

gelatin colloidal particles which were further analyzed ,leading to their self-assembly into distinct 

morphological organization by modulating their aggregation kinetics. 
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Figure 1 : Schematic representation of the experimental Design: 

Mechanomorphological features of gelatin based colloidal gel to study 

the structure-function-property relationship. Different mechanisms of 

electrostatic interaction mediated aggregation of positively charged 

colloidal particle form different microstructure, with electrolyte 

mediated dense and polyelectrolyte mediated ramified network. 

The counter ions utilized for demonstrating the self-assembly of the colloid gelatin networks and 

further forming their microstructural organization of their structures are Sodium Chloride (N-), 

Polyacrylic acid (P-) and Gelatin B (AB-). 

The three colloidal gels that is N-, P-, and AB- formed gelatin based colloid aggregates with 

different microstructure as pictorially depicted in (Figure: 1). 

The distinct microstructure organization & morphology of the three colloidal gels further 

influenced their mechanical characteristics. 

We analyzed the microstructure morphology of the gelatin based colloid aggregates using 
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scanning electron microscopy and Fluorescence microscopy. 

Mechanical properties of the three colloid networks were characterized by amplitude sweep and 

creep tests, which further gave us an insight into the strength and viscoelastic behavior of the 

materials. 

We further demonstrated the physiochemical characterization of the microstructure morphology 

by studying the entrapment & release of the macro-molecule and further studied the 

microstructure morphology changes through the in-vitro degradability property of colloidal 

based-gelatin gels made of nanospheres. 

3.2 Materials and Methods 

Gelatin A (was obtained from porcine skin, having isoelectric point (IEP)=9) and gelatin B (was 

obtained from bovine skin, 225 Bloom, IEP=5), the reagents glutaraldehyde (GA), polyacrylic acid, 

glycine, were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Sodium hydroxide, and sodium chloride, were 

purchased from Alfa Aesar. 

3.3 Preparation of gelatin nanoparticles 

A gelatin solution (10%w/v) was obtained by dissolving gelatin in distilled water under constant 

heating at 500C. After cooling to 350C and adjusting the pH to 2.5 (Hydrochloric Acid (Hcl) 0.1M) 

and 10 (Sodium Hydroxide (NaOH) 0.1M) for Gelatin A and gelatin B respectively, acetone was 

added dropwise to precipitate the particles. 

Subsequently Glutaraldehyde (GA 8 w/v%) was added to the nano particle suspension. After 

crosslinking for almost 24 hours’ ; glycine solution (0.75 % w/v) was added to the suspension to 

neutralize the unreacted aldehyde groups from GA. 

The suspension was then subjected to 3 cycles of ultracentrifugation and 2 cycle of washing with 

distilled water (13200 rpm for 5 min). The nano particles were then stored in 2ml & 1.5 ml 

Eppendorf tubes in an aqueous suspension at 40C. 
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3.4 Preparation of colloidal gels 

Three different colloidal gels were formed by adding the counter ions through electrolyte (4M 

sodium chloride was added to Gelatin A forming the N-colloidal gel), Polyelectrolyte (10 w/v% 

polyacrylic acid was added to Gelatin A forming the P-colloidal gel) and gelatin B (was added to 

Gelatin A forming the AB-colloidal gel). Also, two particle fraction were demonstrated taking 5 and 

20 % (w/v) in 2ml Eppendorf tubes to form these colloids. 

For preparing the, 20% w/v the amount of sodium chloride (4M) and polyacrylic acid (10% w/v) 

added to gelatin A nano particles varied depending upon the weight of the gelatin A Particles to 

further form their N- & P- gels. 

The 20% w/v AB- gel was prepared by prepared by mixing equal weight percents of GelA and GelB 

nano particles (20% w/v). All the 20% w/v samples of the gels were then serially diluted to 5% 

w/v. The colloidal gels were allowed to form aggregates overnight at room temperature. 

3.5 Morphology & Micro structure Characterization 

3.5.1 Scanning Electron Microscopy 

The microstructure morphology of the colloidal gels was examined by using scanning electron 

microscopy with an accelerating voltage of 5.0 kV (Hitachi SU70 FESEM). The samples were 

coated with 10nm film of carbon in a high vacuum evaporator for 30 minutes. 

The SEM images were quantified and analyzed using the Image J software. Binary images were 

obtained by the software by thresholding the original images. After thresholding, Diameter J I-

180, a free open source plugin was used to quantify the characteristic length, diameter, 

Intersection Density (Node density), and Number of pores (Void Area) in between the network 

structure of the three colloidal gels. 
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3.5.2 Fluorescence Microscopy 

The three colloidal gels that is N-, P-, and AB- formed colloid aggregates were placed on a glass 

slide. The sample was then carefully smeared and overlaid with a cover slip. 3D morphology of the 

colloidal gel aggregates was captured using Fluorescence field microscopy at magnification of 20X 

and also some samples were analyzed at 10x. 

Two different sets of images were taken for each of the gels, one at a lower concentration of 5% 

w/v and the other at higher concentration of 20% w/v. 

The 5% w/v images which showed isolated aggregates were analyzed first at earlier aggregation 

and then after later aggregation. The 20% w/v gels had bigger aggregates owing to the growth of 

aggregates were analyzed at a later aggregation. 

The images captured at a magnification of 20X were further analyzed by Image J software, which 

helped us to understand the organization of the colloidal particles. Binary images were formed by 

the software by thresholding the original images. After thresholding, Analyze-Skeleton, a free 

open source plugin of Image-j Software were used to quantify the Total length of the Longest 

Shortest Path (µm), No. of Branches (#)/Length of LSP, and Total length of skeleton (µm) of the 

three colloidal gels to quantitively analyze the difference in their microstructure organization, the 

quantification was based on the bin range values of the software calculated longest shortest path 

of each skeleton using the ASP (All pairs Shortest Path) which was based on Floyd Warshall 

algorithm. The skeleton was displayed in white and the shortest path in red. 

To monitor and compare the change in the microstructural network architecture of the gelatin 

based colloid gels made of nanospheres before and after in-vitro degradation, the degraded 

gelatin aggregates were collected and were observed by fluorescence microscopy. 

Further to quantify the change in their colloid network architecture after being degraded with 

collagenase all the above analyzed parameters i.e. Total length of the Longest Shortest Path (µm), 

No. of Branches (#)/Length of LSP, and Total length of skeleton (µm) were analyzed by the 
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analyze-Skeleton plug-in of Image J. A box plot was plotted to compare the difference between 

the three colloidal gel aggregates before and after degradation (having particle fraction 20 w/v%). 

3.6 Mechanical characterizations 

The viscoelastic properties of colloidal gels were executed by using a rheometer. 

All measurements were performed using a flat steel plate geometry at 250C with a gap distance of 

150m. 

First the amplitude sweep was performed in a strain-controlled mode in the range of 0.01 to 10 at 

different increasing frequency (0.1,1 & 5 Hz) and constant particle fraction (20 w/v%). 

Creep test were performed where a shear stress of 2 Pa and 4 Pa were applied to the sample for 

200 s & 300s and then removed. This test helps to measure the alteration of a material after it has 

been put through different forms of stress i.e. how much strain (load) an object can handle under 

pressure. 

3.7 Microstructure morphology characterization of the three colloid 

aggregates (P-, N-, AB) 

3.7.1 To analyze the relative change of height in the three colloid aggregates 

due to absorption of water from their interparticle network by PEG 

The varying amount of absorbance of water from in-between the interparticle network of the three 

colloid aggregates by poly (ethylene glycol) (PEG) were evaluated to study the difference in the 

microstructure morphology of the formed gelatin colloid aggregates (N-, P-, AB). Diffusion of PEG 

in colloidal gelatin gels were investigated by preparing a stock solution of 8 w/v % or 80 mg/ml of 

PEG Solution. The solvent used was PBS. Approximately 1.0 ml of PEG Solution was added to the 

three colloidal gels, after washing them twice with DI water i.e. (Adding 1.1 ml of DI Water to wash 

and then removing 1ml of DI water leaving 0.1 ml water and adding 1ml of PEG Solution; making 

the total volume to be 1.1 ml); care was taken to avoid disruption of the top layer of the already 
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formed colloidal aggregates. After each predefined time points, the decrease in height (in cm), due 

to water absorption by PEG for the three colloidal gel aggregates were measured and noted. 

Further, a graph was plotted to characterize the relative change in height, due the varying amount 

of water absorption by PEG in the three different formed gelatin colloid aggregates, as a measure 

of their different microstructure morphology feature. 

3.7.2 To analyze the relative change of height in the three colloid aggregates 

by addition of PBS Solution. 

To further confirm that the absorbance of water from the interparticle network of colloid gel 

aggregates was due to PEG solute and not because of the solvent, PBS solution was added in the 

same manner in the top layer of the three gelatin colloid aggregates. 

Approximately 1.0 ml of PBS Solution was added to the three colloidal gels that is N-, P-, and AB-

formed aggregates, after washing them twice with DI water (Adding 1.1 ml of DI Water to wash 

and then removing 1ml of DU water leaving 0.1 ml water and then adding 1ml of PBS solution; 

making the final volume to be 1.1 ml), care was taken to avoid disruption of the top layer of the 

already formed colloidal aggregates. After each predefined time points, the change in height (in 

cm), due to addition of PBS, for the three colloidal gel aggregates were measured and noted. 

Further, a graph was plotted to characterize the relative change in height, due the addition of PBS 

in the three different formed gelatin colloid aggregates, as a measure of their different 

microstructure morphology feature. 

3.7.3 Entrapment & release of bovine serum albumin in colloidal 

gelatin aggregates 

Progress in the field of biology and biochemistry has led to the discovery of numerous bioactive 

peptides and proteins in the last few decades. Delivery of therapeutic proteins/peptides has 

received a considerable amount of attention in recent years [40]. The preparation and 
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characterization of biodegradable gelatin colloidal gels for the controlled release of peptides and 

proteins has been investigated [41]. 

Bovine serum albumin (BSA) was chosen for incorporation into the gelatin colloidal gels and the 

Colloidal gels microstructure morphology were characterized by in-vitro absorbance and release 

of BSA. Entrapment of BSA in colloidal gelatin gels were investigated by preparing a stock solution 

from the standard 0.001 gm/ml or 1 mg/ml of BSA Solution. Absorbance calibration graph or 

standard curve was plotted, at different BSA concentration in mg/ml for determining the 

absorbance values of BSA in the three colloid aggregates by comparing the unknown absorbance 

values to a set of standard known BSA concentration. 

Briefly,0.03 gm/30 ml of BSA stock solution were prepared. The solvent used was PBS. 

Approximately 1.0 ml of BSA Solution was added to the three colloidal gels that is N-, P-, and AB-

formed aggregates, after washing them twice with DI water (Adding 1.1 ml of DI Water to wash 

and then removing 1ml of DU water leaving 0.1 ml water), and then incubating them at 370C, care 

was taken to avoid disruption of the top layer of the already formed colloidal aggregates. After 

each predefined timepoints,1ml of the supernatant was collected and was centrifuged (13200 

rpm,5 min) for determining the BSA absorbance values later, in the three colloid aggregates. 

Further same volume of fresh BSA Solution was added to the three colloid aggregates were added. 

To monitor much BSA was entrapped & released from the three colloid aggregates which will gives 

us a clear picture of their microstructural difference, 25µL of the three colloid aggregates samples 

replicates were added to the 96-Well plates, the plate was covered and incubated at 370C for 30 

minutes. Further the plate was cooled to room temperature and the absorbance was measured at 

280 nm. 

Further a comparison graph was plotted for the amount of BSA entrapped relative to the height 

of the three colloid aggregates in the Eppendorf tubes at different time points. Also a comparison 

graph was plotted for the amount of BSA released from the three colloid aggregates at different 

time points. 
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3.7.4 Entrapment & release of FITC (fluorescein isothiocyanate) 

labeled dextrans in colloidal gelatin aggregates 

The entrapment and release of FITC-D in colloidal gelatin gels were evaluated to study the different 

micro structure network characteristics formed by the colloid aggregates (N-, P-, AB). 

Entrapment of FITC-D in colloidal gelatin gels were investigated by preparing a stock solution 

from 0.025 gm/ml or 25 mg/ml of FITC-D. Briefly, 1.25 gm/50 ml of FITC-D stock solution were 

prepared. FITC-D were dissolved in PBS. Approximately 1.0 ml of FITC-D Solution was added to 

the three colloidal gels that is N-, P-, and AB- formedaggregates, after washing them twice with 

DI water (Adding 1.1 ml of DI Water to wash and then removing 1ml of DU water leaving 0.1 ml 

water) and then incubating them at 370C, care was taken to avoid disruption of the top layer of the 

already formed colloidal aggregates. After each predefined timepoints,1 ml of the supernatant was 

collected and centrifuged (13200 rpm,5 min) for determining the FITC-D absorbance values later, 

in the three colloid aggregates. Further same volume of fresh FITC-D solution was added to the 

colloid aggregates. 

To characterize how much FITC-D was entrapped & released from the three colloid aggregates to 

give a clearer picture of their microstructural difference, 25µL of the three colloid aggregates 

samples replicates were added to the 96-Well plates, the plate was covered and incubated at 370C 

for 30 minutes. Further the plate was cooled to room temperature and the absorbance was 

measured at 280 nm. 

Further a comparison graph was plotted for the amount of FITC-D entrapped relative to the initial 

height of the three colloid aggregates in the Eppendorf tubes at different time points. Also a 

comparison graph was plotted for the amount of FITC-D released from the three colloid 

aggregates at different time points. 
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3.7.5 In-vitro degradation analysis of the gelatin colloid aggregates 

in PBS solution containing collagenase 1A & only PBS Solution 

The degradability of colloidal gelatin gels made up of nanoparticles were evaluated by incubating 

them in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) solution containing collagenase 1A, and measuring total 

protein release in the supernatant using the bicinchoninic acid (BCA) assay at various time points. 

Degradation of colloidal gelatin gels were performed by preparing a stock solution of 50 parts of 

BCA Reagents A & 1 Part of BCA Reagent B (50: 1, Reagent A: B). Stock solution of 5 ml of PBS 

containing 0.01 ml collagenase 1 A were prepared from 0.5 mg/ml of the standard solution. The 

amount was then added to the Eppendorf tubes containing the three colloid aggregates, which 

was incubated at 370C. Also, to characterize the degradation of the colloid aggregates with only 

PBS solution added were also demonstrated. 

At each time point for both PBS & Collagenase 1A solution, 1 ml of supernatant was collected for 

the BCA assay after centrifugation to separate gelatin particles, and same volume of fresh medium 

were added to the original gelatin colloid aggregates. 

To characterize the cumulative degradation of the three colloid aggregates with only PBS solution 

and PBS Solution containing Collagenase 1A, 25µL of standard containing only BCA solution and 

the three colloid aggregates samples replicates were added to the 96-Well plates, containing 200 

µL of the BCA Working reagent, the plate was covered and incubated at 370C for 30 minutes. 

Further the plate was cooled to room temperature and the absorbance was measured at 562 nm. 

Further a comparison graph was plotted for the percentage of mass loss of the three colloid 

aggregates at different time points for both the degradation of colloid aggregates with enzyme 

(collagenase 1A) & without enzyme (PBS Solutions). 

3.7.6 Data Analysis 

All experiments were performed at least 3 times minimum. There were three replicate for each 

system in one experiment, so the n value is nine. Data is presented either as average with ± 
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standard deviation (error bar representing standard deviation) or as box-plot with 80% data 

points embedded in the box (error bar representing maximum and minimum value). Statistical 

significance was determined by multiple comparison ANOVA followed Tukeys’s test. P value 

<0.05 is designated with * and value < 0.01 is designated with **. P value less than 0.05 is 

considered significant. 
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 4Chapter 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

4.1 Results & discussions 

This chapter focuses on the results and discussions related to the experimental data analyses, 

which defines the micro structure and mechanical characteristics of the gelatin colloid aggregates 

and further underlines their structure-function-property relationship. 

4.2 Material characteristics 

4.2.1 Morphology & micro structure characterization of 

gelatin nanoparticles 

4.2.1.1 Scanning electron microscopy of colloidal networks 

The three colloidal gel aggregates have distinct microstructure morphology as seen in the SEM 

images. The N-colloid aggregates show a denser and compact structure (Figure 2.0), P-colloid 

aggregates have more of an elongated interconnected network like structure (Figure 3.0) and 

AB- colloid aggregates is a combination of the two modes of aggregates (Figure 4.0). The long 

stranded fiber strands in the P-colloidal aggregates have shown greater length as compared to N-

& AB- aggregates 
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Figure 2: Microstructure Morphology of AB-colloid aggregates at 

higher particle fraction and at later aggregation were studied by SEM 

images in Fig: (A). Binary image & skeletonized Network image of the 

AB-Colloid represented by Diameter-J Software of Image- J as shown in 

Fig: (B) illustrates the compact & dense network. 
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Figure 3: Microstructure Morphology of AB-colloid aggregates at 

higher particle fraction and at later aggregation were studied by SEM 

images in Fig: (A). Binary image & skeletonized Network image of the 

AB-Colloid represented by Diameter-J Software of Image- J as shown in 

Fig: (B) illustrates the long interconnected network. 
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Figure 4: Microstructure Morphology of AB-colloid aggregates at 

higher particle fraction and at later aggregation were studied by SEM 

images in Fig: (A). Binary image & skeletonized Network image of the 

AB-Colloid represented by Diameter-J Software of Image- J as shown in 

Fig: (B) illustrates the hybrid network (compact & interconnected 

network.) 
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Figure 5: Pictorial Representation of the parameters: Characteristics length, 

Intersection Density (Node Density) & Void Area (Free Space). 

Figure 6: Microstructure morphology analysis of P-, N-, AB colloid 

aggregates: P-colloid has the highest characteristics length (long 

interconnected network). Intersection Density is highest in AB-network, as 

they overlap more and have more nodes. P-colloid intertwine into long 

interconnected networks forming larger voids than N- & AB. 
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The characteristic length is the highest in the P-colloid aggregates. The intersection density, also 

known as the node density was calculated by measuring all the points from the overlaps of strands 

and dividing it by the total pixels of the image. 

The AB- gel has the highest node density. The AB-colloidal forms aggregates which are relatively 

more compact with less voids than N-colloids. AB-aggregates are shorter and more spherical like 

network. These short fibers tend to intersect and overlap with the adjacent fibers more than the 

long interconnected strand like network in the P-colloid aggregates. 

The longer interconnected projections in the P- colloidal aggregates are fewer in number but they 

travel longer distances and hence indulge in less overlap with adjacent strands. The fibers in the P-

colloidal aggregates gets interspersed in a such a way forming larger voids are as compared to the 

other two colloidal aggregates. 

4.2.1.2 Fluorescence microscopy of colloidal networks 

Sodium chloride, Na-salt of polyacrylic acid and gelatin B were allowed to interact with the gelatin 

A nano particles forming N-, P- and AB- colloidal aggregates and fluorescent images were 

analyzed at earlier and at later aggregation. 

The microstructure morphology and connectivity of the colloidal gel network structures were 

evaluated quantitatively with an image processing method using an Image-J software plugin 

(Analyze Skeleton) (Figure: 7). 

Further, we analyzed and plotted the Total length of the longest shortest path (µm) (LSP), No. of 

Branches (#)/Length of LSP, and Total length of skeleton (µm). 
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Figure 7: Analyze Skeleton performance in Image-J. The anatomical 

representation of the software features is shown above; focusing on the Binary 

images, skeletonized Image Network and the tagged skeleton [49] 

Figure 8: Pictorial Representation of Longest Shortest Path(LSP) of a 

skeleton in image J.(Red) to draw the reference of LSP in a skeletonized 

Network [48]. 
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Figure 9: Microstructure organization of P-colloid aggregates at lower 

particle fraction and at earlier aggregation were studied by fluorescence 

imaging in Fig: (A). Binary image & skeletonized network image of the P-

Colloid showing the growth of interconnected network. 
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Figure 10: Microstructure organization of P-colloid aggregates at lower 

particle fraction and at later aggregation were studied by fluorescence 

imaging in Fig: (A). Binary image & skeletonized network image of the P-

colloid showing the increase in growth of the interconnected network. 
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Figure 11: Microstructure organization of P-colloid aggregates at higher 

particle fraction and at later aggregation were studied by fluorescence 

imaging in Fig: (A). Binary image & skeletonized network image of the P-

colloid in Fig: (B) shows the evolution of the interconnected strands with 

more extended and connected voids. 
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Figure 12: Microstructure organization of N-colloid aggregates at lower 

particle fraction and at earlier aggregation were studied by fluorescence 

imaging in Fig: (A). Binary image & skeletonized network image of the N-

colloid in Fig: (B) showing the growth of dense & compact structure as 

compared to P-aggregates. 
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Figure 13: Microstructure organization of N-colloid aggregates at lower 

particle fraction and at later aggregation were studied by fluorescence 

imaging in Fig: (A). Binary image & skeletonized network image of the N-

colloid in Fig: (B) showing the structures have grown denser with less voids. 
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Figure 14: Microstructure organization of N-colloid aggregates at 

higher particle fraction and at later aggregation were studied by 

fluorescence imaging in Fig: (A). Binary image & skeletonized network 

image of the N-colloid in Fig: (B) showing the growth of dense & 

compact like structure with uniformity in its composition. 
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Figure 15: Microstructure organization of AB-colloid aggregates at 

lower particle fraction and at earlier aggregation were studied by 

fluorescence imaging in Fig: (A). Binary image & skeletonized network 

image of the AB-colloid in Fig: (B) showing both compact & branched 

strands. 
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Figure 16: Microstructure organization of AB-colloid aggregates at 

lower particle fraction and at later aggregation were studied by 

fluorescence imaging in Fig: (A). Binary image & skeletonized network 

image of the AB-colloid in Fig: (B) showing an increase in the 

combination of branched and compact structure. 
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Figure 17: Microstructure organization of AB-colloid aggregates at 

higher particle fraction and at later aggregation were studied by 

fluorescence imaging in Fig: (A). Binary image & skeletonized network 

image of the AB-colloid in Fig: (B) showing a combination of 

interconnected & branched structure i.e. heterogeneous structure with 

uniformity in its composition. 
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P-, N-, AB- Colloid gels were imaged at earlier aggregation to understand the mode of 

microstructure aggregation and to further characterize their distinct morphology. 

P-Colloid aggregates at a low concentration and earlier aggregation, shows small and fewer 

stranded network like structure, which further showed an increase in network structure and 

displayed a more elongated strand like structure which were open and interconnected networks 

at a later aggregation and higher concentration. 

N-Colloid gels at a low concentration and earlier aggregation, showed formation of dense and 

compact structure with less number of interconnected pores, further N- shows a denser and 

compact structure at a later aggregation and higher concentration. 

Earlier Aggregates formed in AB- gel is a combination of dense and open branch like networks i.e. 

AB- is a hybrid of the two patterns of aggregates, which on later aggregation and higher 

concentration increases and forms even more dense and network like structure. 

Figure 18: Microstructure morphological features of the P-colloid 

analyzed by measuring: Length of the Longest Shortest Path (µm) (LSP), 

No. of Branches (#)/LSP & the Total Length of skeleton (µm). 

((***P ≤ 0.001, **P ≤ 0.01, *P ≤ 0.05, ANOVA). The value of n is nine. 
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{EA: Earlier Aggregation; LA: Later Aggregation}. All the Parameters 

were shown to increase at higher particle fraction and at later 

aggregation due to the growth of the network. 

The above box plots analyze the microstructure morphology of P-Colloid aggregates, where we 

studied three major parameters analyzed by Analyze skeleton software of Image-J. 

Length of the longest shortest path (µm), which was shorter at earlier aggregation, become longer 

at later aggregation (as the particles are growing which in turn means the aggregates are growing) 

and at higher particle fraction, they are seen to grow further longer with more uniformity in its 

composition. 

The next parameter, which is No of branches(#)/ length of LSP ,is also seen to grow initially at 

earlier time point & lower particle frcation,suggesting the aggregation happening at earlier 

timepoints,which helps us to study the mode/nature of aggregation, further at the same particle 

fraction & but at later timepoint,the increase in no. of branches/LSP suggest that the 

interconnected network like growth is increasing and spreading in P-Colloid aggregates, which 

further gets even more pronounced when we compare the graph at higher particle fraction and at 

a later time point which comparatively has much increase in No of branches(#)/ length of LSP 

as seen in the graph, which further proves us that the network structure is growing/spreading 

uniformly at higher particle fraction. 

The third parameter, which discusses the Total length of skeleton (µm), which includes (Longest 

Shortest Path (µm), No. of branches/per LSP,)as seen at lower particle fraction and at earlier 

time point, the growth is taking place at a smaller scale (showing the aggregation mode),but at a 

later time point the length of the individual skeleton in the colloid aggregates are increasing 

suggesting the increase in growth of networks, the result is effectively pronounced at a later time 
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point utilizing the higher particle fraction ,that the skeleton & it’s individual branches increasing 

,which ultimately causes the total length of the skeleton to increase. P- Colloid aggregates in 

general have tenuous fiber strands, interconnected voids & long network like structures. 

Figure 19: Microstructure morphological features of the N-colloid 

analyzed by measuring: Length of the Longest Shortest Path (µm) (LSP), 

No. of Branches (#)/LSP & the Total Length of skeleton (µm). 

((***P ≤ 0.001, **P ≤ 0.01, *P ≤ 0.05, ANOVA). The value of n is nine. 

{EA: Earlier Aggregation; LA: Later Aggregation}. 

All the Parameters were shown to increase at higher particle fraction 

and at later aggregation due to the growth of the network. 

The above box plots analyze the microstructure morphology of N-Colloid aggregates, where we 

studied three major parameters analyzed by Analyze skeleton software of Image-J. 

Length of the longest shortest path (µm), which was shorter for at earlier aggregation, become 

longer at later aggregation (as the particles are growing which in turn means the aggregates are 
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growing) and at higher particle fraction, they are seen to grow further and more compact & dense 

network (allowing lesser voids) thus having more uniformity in its composition. 

The next parameter, which is No of branches(#) / length of LSP ,is also seen to grow initially at 

earlier time point & lower particle frcation,suggesting that the aggregation is taking place at 

earlier timepoints,which helps us to study the mode/nature of aggregation, further at the same 

particle fraction & but at later timepoint,the increase in no. of branches/LSP suggest that the 

dense & compact like structure growth is increasing, and the compactness & dense structure in 

N-Colloid aggregates, further gets even more pronounced when we compare the graph at higher 

particle fraction and at a later time point which comparatively has much increase in No of 

branches(#) /length of LSP as seen in the box plot, which proves us that the structure is 

growing/spreading uniformly at higher particle fraction. 

The third parameter, which discusses the Total length of skeleton (µm), which includes (Longest 

Shortest Path (µm), No. of branches/per LSP,)as seen at lower particle fraction and at earlier 

time point, the growth is taking place at a smaller scale(showing the aggregation mode),but at a 

later time point the length of the individual skeleton in the colloid aggregates are increasing 

suggesting the increase in growth of compactness with more overlap, the result is effectively 

pronounced at a later time point utilizing the higher particle fraction, that the skeleton & it’s 

individual branches & it’s are nodes are increasing ,which ultimately causes the total length of 

the skeleton to increase. 

N- Colloid aggregates in general have dense & compact structure, with less interconnected voids. 
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Figure 20: Microstructure morphological features of the AB-colloid 

analyzed by measuring: Length of the Longest Shortest Path (µm) (LSP), 

No. of Branches (#)/LSP & the Total Length of skeleton (µm). 

((***P ≤ 0.001, **P ≤ 0.01, *P ≤ 0.05, ANOVA). The value of n is nine. 

{EA: Earlier Aggregation; LA: Later Aggregation}. 

All the Parameters were shown to increase at higher particle fraction 

and at later aggregation due to the growth of the network. 

The above box plots analyze the microstructure morphology of AB-Colloid aggregates, where 

we studied three major parameters analyzed by Analyze skeleton software of Image-J. 

Length of the longest shortest path, which was shorter for at earlier aggregation, become longer 

at later aggregation (as the particles are growing which in turn means the aggregates are growing) 

and at higher particle fraction, they are seen to grow further having both compact & 

interconnected network (allowing lesser voids) thus having more uniformity in its composition. 

The next parameter, which is no of branches/ length of LSP ,is also seen to grow initially at 

earlier time point & lower particle frcation,suggesting that the aggregation is taking place at 
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earlier timepoints,which helps us to study the mode/nature of aggregation, further at the same 

particle fraction & but at later timepoint,the increase in no. of branches/LSP suggest that the 

heterogeneous like structure (Compact & interconnected) growth is increasing, in AB-Colloid 

aggregates, further gets even more pronounced when we compare the graph at higher particle 

fraction and at a later time point which comparatively has much increase in NO OF 

BRANCHES/LSP as seen in the graph, which proves us that the structure is growing/spreading 

uniformly at higher particle fraction. The third parameter, which discusses the Total length of 

skeleton, which includes (Longest Shortest Path, No. of branches/per LSP,)as seen at lower 

particle fraction and at earlier time point, the growth is taking place at a smaller scale(showing 

the aggregation mode),but at a later time point the length of the individual skeleton in the colloid 

aggregates are increasing suggesting the increase in growth of both interconnected & compact 

like structure with much more overlap, the result is effectively pronounced at a later time point 

utilizing the higher particle fraction, that the skeleton & it’s individual branches & it’s are nodes 

are increasing ,which ultimately causes the total length of the skeleton to increase. 

AB- Colloid aggregates have both dense & interconnected structure with less voids i.e. 

heterogeneous structure. 
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Figure 21: Fluorescence imaging of P-, N- & AB-colloid aggregates at 

higher particle fraction and at later aggregation were performed to 

analyze the difference in their microstructural organization. 

Figure 22: Microstructure morphological features of the P, N & AB-

colloid analyzed by measuring: Length of the Longest Shortest Path 

(µm) (LSP), No. of Branches (#)/LSP & the Total Length of skeleton 

(µm). ((***P ≤ 0.001, **P ≤ 0.01, *P ≤ 0.05, ANOVA). The value of n is 

nine. {EA: Earlier Aggregation; LA: Later Aggregation}. P-Colloid 

aggregates were shown to have the highest value for all the three 

parameters, having long interconnected network growth structure. 
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The above box plots analyze the microstructure morphology of three colloid aggregates, with 

respect to the three parameters at higher particle fraction. 

The first parameter which analysis the length of the longest shortest path, that the long 

interconnected fiber like strands in P-colloid aggregates have more length than N & AB 

aggregates. 

P-colloid has maximum No of braches (#)/skeleton, because the P colloids form structures which 

are relatively more long like projections, and are travel longer distances as compared to the 

compact structure of N- & AB aggregates 

The network in P- colloidal aggregates intertwine in a such a way forming larger voids & also 

involving in less overlap of adjacent fibers, therefore extending like ling interconnected network, 

as compared to the N & AB aggregates where they have shorter fibers which tend to intersect & 

overlap therefore the total length of the skeleton is most effectively high in P-Colloid aggregates. 

4.3 Mechanical characterization of colloidal gel 

aggregates 

4.3.1 Amplitude sweep 

To analyze the mechanical properties, we studied the rheological responses and correlated to the 

colloidal gel aggregates. 

Oscillatory strain sweep was performed on the three colloidal gels in strain controlled mode in the 

range of 0.01 to 10 at different increasing frequency (0.1,1 and 5 Hz) and higher particle fraction 

(20 w/v%) revealed that all the colloid aggregates displayed solid like response with storage 

(elastic) modulus (G’) greater than loss (viscous) modulus (G") as shown below. 

Strain amplitude depends on the loss and storage modulus (G”, G’) and it gives the information of 

the viscoelastic behavior of the colloidal gels. With higher particle fraction and increase in 
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frequency, all gels showed an increase in G’, as network structure grew more uniformly with the 

particle aggregation. At higher frequency the interactions between particles are so high that the 

particles form a network with physical forces acting as bonds, where G’ is always higher than G" 

and at this point the colloidal particles have reached a gel, solid like behavior i.e. when you shear 

the suspension more quickly, it become more elastic and viscous. 

Further, at higher frequency, the individual colloid aggregates have shown an increase G’ (storage 

& elastic modulus), as compared to the same strain applied at lower frequency, one possibility 

could be that at higher frequency less amount of time is given at the same applied strain i.e. less 

amount of time is given to deform the material causing the G’ to be higher. 

The elastic moduli with higher particle fraction and with increasing frequency was most 

pronounced for N-gel aggregates as they form compact dense organized particles, whereas for P-

gel aggregates the networks grew as strands of interconnected particles. One of the possibility is 

P-aggregates form longer length with fewer interconnections of networks in P-gels compared to 

that of compact structure of N-gel. In contrast, AB-gel showed least dependence on particle 

fraction and increasing frequency indicating heterogeneous growth of networks. Further N- and 

P-gels have shown to maintain similar microstructure as their growth is homogenous, across 

several length scales. In contrast, the microstructure of AB-gel aggregates has a heterogeneous 

growth pattern, which is devoid of self-similarity, showed less scaling of moduli with particle 

fraction and higher frequency. 
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Figure 23: Mechanical characterizations of colloidal gel from rheology. 

Strain amplitude sweep of N-, P-and AB-gel at constant particle fraction 

measured at different frequency (P-, N- and AB-). G’ value was highest 

for N-colloid aggregates at with increase in frequency. 
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4.3.2 Creep test 

The colloid gel aggregates were subjected to a varying shear stress of (2 Pa, 4Pa) and at constant 

particle fraction (0.2 particle fraction) and was allowed to deform and their time-dependent creep 

were analyzed. Creep response of colloidal gel aggregates depends on the mechanics and the 

morphology, because the network structures of colloidal gels develop from the aggregation of 

particles. To account for the more complex behavior observed for colloidal gels, we generalize the 

bond-rupture model [42].Within this model, time of yield is approximated by the time required for 

the rupture of a single bond due to thermal fluctuations. The rate of this rupture is increased by the 

applied stress. Gelatin colloidal gels are highly heterogeneous: particles aggregate into a network 

of mesoscopic strands which form a mechanically stable, percolating network. These strands can 

be many particles wide; therefore, they do not break directly when only a single bond ruptures. 

Instead, their integrity is maintained by the adjacent bonds, and thermal fluctuations can lead to 

reformation of a broken bond. Catastrophic failure of a strand occurs only when all bonds across 

the strand break simultaneously. Therefore, at a higher stress, interparticle bonds rupture at a 

higher rate than they reform, then the breaking of entire strands occurs at approximately the same 

rate as the breaking of single bonds. We expect that catastrophic failure of the network occurs very 

rapidly; this reduces to the behavior predicted by the single-bond- rupture model leading to the 

exponential dependence observed at high stress yield. By contrast, in the limit of low stress 

applied, the bond-breaking rate is smaller than the bond-reforming rate; thus, the rupture of a 

strand is much more unlikely and occurs only in the rare event of simultaneous dissociation of all 

bonds in its cross section.[7] 

Further, P-gels due to their strand-like interconnected networks experienced significantly higher 

deformation, and the deformation increased upon increasing the stress from 2 Pa to 4 Pa, as the 

inter-particle bonds within strands of P-gels are relatively easily extended and dislocated more 

with higher stress, thus enabling the flow. 

N-gel showed relatively lesser creep response under similar conditions due to its compact 
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microstructure. But the individual N-deformation increased with increasing stress from 2Pa to 

4Pa, since with more stress applied the inter-particle bonds in the compact microstructure of N-

gels, rupture at a higher rate, than they reform, thus breaking the entire strands at the same rate as 

the breaking of single bonds. 

In comparison, AB-gel showed least deformation due to its heterogeneous microstructure which 

is relatively random in 3D. 

Overall, this data collectively shows that gelatin based colloidal gels can be engineered through 

electrostatic interaction mediated aggregation of particles. 
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(A) Creep Test 50 -150 Hz : 2P (B) Creep Test 150 -150 Hz: 2P 

(C) Creep Test 50 -150 Hz : 4P (D) Creep Test 150 -150 Hz :4P 

Figure 24: 

Time-dependent viscoelastic response from creep measurement. 

Deformation of P-, N- and AB-colloid aggregates with constant particle 

fractions at different stress of 2Pa for 200s (Fig: (A) & (B) and 4 Pa for 

300s (Fig: (C) & (D). P-colloid aggregates had the highest deformation 

with increasing stress. 
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4.4 Microstructure morphology characterization of the 

three colloid aggregates (P-, N-, AB) 

Further to analyze, the different microstructure morphology in the P, N, AB colloid gelatin 

aggregates, several experiments were conducted to study their physiochemical characterization. 

4.4.1 To analyze the relative change of height in the three colloid aggregates to 

absorption of water from their interparticle network by PEG 

The varying amount of absorbance of water from the interconnected network particles by Poly 

(ethylene glycol) (PEG) were evaluated to study the difference in the network structure 

arrangement of the gelatin formed colloid aggregates(N-,P-,AB). 

PEG, due to its osmotic pressure gradient will absorb, the water from the inter-particle colloid 

network. 

Due to the difference in their microstructure organization, in N-,P-,AB ,gelatin colloid aggregates, 

the PEG absorbs the water from the three colloid network differently. 

P- Colloid aggregates showed the highest decrease in height compared to N- and AB- aggregates, 

due to greater absorbance of water through their inter-connected network by PEG. 

The P- gel shows a more tenuous and open interconnected networks, and therefore it could not 

retain water in their inter-particle network as compared to the aggregates formed in AB- gel 

which, is a combination of dense and open branch like networks and therefore, showed the highest 

relative change in height for PEG. There was an intermediate change in height for N-gels, as 

formed forms relatively denser and compact aggregates. 
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Figure 25: 

Relative change of height of the colloidal gels by PEG with time in P-, N-

, AB Colloid aggregates (Normalized to initialized height). 

(***P ≤ 0.001 ,**P ≤ 0.01, *P ≤ 0.05, ANOVA). The value of n is nine. 

Statistical Difference Inference value for the 72 hours’ time point: 

*P-Value: A_B & A_N ; #P-Value ; A_N & A_P ;$P-Value : A_B & A_P. 

P- Colloid aggregates showed the highest decrease in height in PEG. 
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4.4.2 To analyze the relative change of height in the three colloid 

aggregates due to absorption in PBS Solution. 

To further confirm that the relative change of height in the three colloid gel aggregates was due to 

the absorption of water by PEG, PBS absorption were performed on the colloid gel formed 

aggregates. 

The PBS absorption or the change in height of the aggregates for the three colloidal gelatin 

aggregates (P-, N-, AB) were observed at different time-points. 

There was no significant change in height for the three colloid gelatin gels after 72 hours of 

addition of PBS, which further proves that PBS did not contribute to the absorption of water by 

PEG in the three colloid gelatin aggregates at different time points, therefore PBS was only the 

solvent in the diffusion experiments 

Figure 26: 

Relative change of height of the colloidal gels by PBS solution with time 

in P-, N-, AB Colloid gels. (Normalized to Height). There was no 

significant change in height for the three colloid gelatin gels after 72 

hours of addition of PBS. 
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4.4.3 Entrapment & release of bovine serum albumin in colloidal 

gelatin Gels 

Gelatin Colloidal gels are self-assembled particle networks that form space- spanning structures. 

Diffusion and release profiles of BSA from the N-, P- and AB- colloidal gels were demonstrated as 

shown in Fig: 16, which reveals linear BSA absorption and release profiles from the three colloid 

gels. 

P-Colloid gels showed much faster absorption and release of BSA compared to N- and AB- gels. 

The reaction rate of the P- gel is rapid and diffusion limited. This means that it takes longer for 

the clusters to come together and form a bond. Hence even at higher concentration of 20% w/v 

the ramified and tenuous networks are not yet in contact with each other to form stronger 

aggregates and they form interconnected networks with large pores by opening the channels in 

between the gel strands, this arrangement will allow more BSA to diffuse in and release from p-

gel aggregates at different time-points. 

N-gels forms more dense and compact structures and is the result of denser packed clusters that 

form with rapid diffusion and grow exponentially with increasing concentration i.e. a kinetic 

barrier prevents bonds from forming in most collisions, and it obtains a reaction-limited 

aggregation (RLA) structures, with different fractal dimensions, and therefore with increasing 

time-points the N-gel aggregates forms closely packed microstructure, comparatively obstructing 

the diffusion and release of BSA, through their gel network. 

Further, AB gel aggregates forms relatively packed structures, there is lesser extent of fractal like 

growth of the clusters, forming heterogeneous aggregation which is seen as a combination of 

spherical dense clusters interspersed with elongated networks, and this gives very less amount of 

space for the diffusion and release of BSA at different increasing time-points. 
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Figure 27: Entrapment of BSA in P-, N-, AB Colloid aggregates 

(Normalized Height (cm)). P-colloid aggregates showed the highest 

amount of BSA entrapped in its interconnected network. 
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Figure 28: Release of BSA in P-, N-, AB Colloid aggregates 

(Normalized to Height (cm)). P-colloid aggregates showed the highest 

amount of BSA released through its interconnected porous network. 

(***P ≤ 0.001,**P ≤ 0.01, *P ≤ 0.05, ANOVA).The value of n is nine. 

Statistical Difference Inference value for the 72 hours-time point: 

*P-Value: A_P & A_N; #P-Value ; A_N & A_B ; $P-Value : A_P & A_B. 
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4.4.4 Entrapment & release of FITC-D in colloidal 

gelatin aggregates 

Entrapment and release profiles of FITC-D from the P-, N- and AB- colloidal gels were 

demonstrated as shown in Fig :17, which reveals linear FITC-D ab- sorption and release profiles 

from the three colloid gels. 

The results obtained were similar to the diffusion release of BSA from the three colloidal 

aggregates, where P-Colloid gels showed much faster entrapment and release of FITC-D compared 

to N- and AB- gels. 

P-gel aggregates due to its long network like interconnected structure was able to entrap and 

release FITC-D at higher diffusion rate comparatively to N- AB- gel aggregates, which have a dense 

and compact structures, comparatively obstructing the diffusion and release of FITC-D over 

increasing period of time- points. 
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Figure 29: Entrapment of FITC-D in P-, N-, AB Colloid aggregates 

(Normalized to Height (cm)). P-colloid aggregates showed the highest 

amount of FITC-D entrapped in its interconnected network. 
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Figure 30: Release of FITC-D in P-, N-, AB Colloid aggregates 

(Normalized to Height (cm)). P-colloid aggregates showed the highest 

amount of FITC-D release through its interconnected porous network. 

(***P ≤ 0.001,**P ≤ 0.01, *P ≤ 0.05, ANOVA). The value of n is nine. 

Statistical Difference Inference value for the 72 hours’ time point: 

*P-Value: A_P & A_N ; #P-Value ; A_N & A_B ; $P-Value : A_P & 

A_B. 
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4.4.5 In-vitro degradation profiles of the colloid aggregates 

To study the structure property of the colloid aggregates degradation profiles of nanostructured 

colloidal gelatin gels were performed with the collagenase 1A enzyme which degrades gelatin 

(denatured collagen) & further degradation was also performed without the enzyme (PBS 

Solution); both revealed linear degradation profiles of colloid aggregates. 

Collagen in native conformation is composed of three helical polypeptide (a) chains, each of which 

is wound around a common axis to give a coiled-coil structure. It is believed that in vertebrate’s 

collagen is degraded by specific enzyme. These collagenases cleave across the three polypeptide 

chains at a point three-fourths distant from the amino terminus, yielding two fragments. As 

gelatin is denatured collagen, they are susceptible to further degradation by this same collagenase 

or other proteases at physiologic temperature as studied by Sakai and Gross data. In Fig (A) : the 

degradation due to PBS is less as it is getting degraded due to hydrolysis as compared to Fig (B) : 

the degradation in Collagenase 1A which is an enzyme that degrades collagen (as gelatin is 

denatured collagen).Further in our analysis, P- colloid gels showed much faster degradation, with 

more than 25% degradation with PBS and with more than 70% degradation with Collagenase 

after 10 days, as opposed to 10% in N- and AB- gels degradation for PBS and Collagenase. P-gel 

aggregates due to its long network like interconnected structure & being more porous were able 

to break the network structure and degrade faster when exposed to collagenase (Which degrades 

gelatin) as compared to N- & AB- gel aggregates, which have a dense and compact structures, 

comparatively, the collagenase is unable to rupture the inter particle network bond due it’s more 

overlap & branched structures. 
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Figure 31: Cumulative in vitro degradation profiles of colloidal gels: P-

,N-,AB which were incubated in PBS to study the induce enzymatic 

degradation of gelatin. P-colloid showed the maximum degradation. 
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Figure 32: Cumulative in vitro degradation profiles of colloidal gels: P-

,N-,AB which were incubated in collagenase-containing PBS to study the 

induce enzymatic degradation of gelatin. P-colloid showed the 

maximum degradation. 

(***P ≤ 0.001,**P ≤ 0.01, *P ≤ 0.05, ANOVA). The value of n is nine. 

Statistical Difference Inference value for the 72 hours’ time point: 

*P-Value: A_P & A_N ; #P-Value ; A_N & A_B ; $P-Value : A_P & 

A_B. 
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4.4.6 Resultant Microstructure Morphology due to degradation in P-, N-, AB 

Colloid aggregates. 

Further, fluorescence images provided additional visual information on the process of enzymatic 

degradation of colloid gelatin aggregates. 

Three different parameters were analyzed using Analyze skeleton in Image J to study Micro 

structure morphology changes which were observed for all three colloid gels, In, P-Colloidal 

aggregates the microstructure were getting smaller & resulting in loss of the nanostructure and 

the formation of irregularly-shaped integral constructs. In, N-Colloidal aggregates the 

microstructure were getting smaller, the compactness is decreasing as the inter particle bond is 

breaking causing larger voids between them. In, AB-Colloidal aggregates the microstructure were 

getting smaller, the compactness is decreasing & also the interconnected network is breaking 

causing to undergo distorted networks, causing even larger voids between them. 

After analyzing the three parameters, in P, N, & AB colloid aggregates they were further compared 

with one another to study the microstructure morphology and it was shown that P colloid 

aggregates showed the most effective decrease in all the three parameters. 
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Figure 33: Microstructure Morphology of P-colloid aggregates at zero 

time-point in Fig: (A). Binary image & skeletonized Network image of 

the P-Colloid shows the long interconnected network. 
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Figure 34: Microstructure Morphology changes in P-colloid aggregates 

after degradation in PBS in Fig: (A). Binary image & skeletonized 

Network image of the P-Colloid shows the degraded network structure. 
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Figure 35: Microstructure Morphology changes in P-colloid aggregates 

after degradation in collagenase in Fig: (A). Binary image & skeletonized 

Network image of the P-Colloid shows the degraded distorted network 

structure. 
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Figure 36: Microstructure morphological features of the P-colloid 

analyzed by the above parameters ((***P ≤ 0.001, **P ≤ 0.01, *P ≤ 0.05, 

ANOVA) before & after degradation with PBS & collagenase. The value 

of n is nine. All the Parameters were shown to decrease at collagenase 

degradation. 

Change in the Microstructure Morphology were observed when subjected to PBS & Collagenase 

as shown in Fig: (B) & (C); Microstructure is shown to decrease; the long interconnected network 

of P-colloid aggregates is getting distorted into smaller fragments forming larger pores when 

exposed to collagenase. 

The first parameter which analysis the length of the longest shortest path, shows that the tenuous 

fiber like strands in P-colloidal aggregates is shown to decrease after being exposed to PBS & 

collagenase. 

The No of branches (#)/skeleton, in P colloids form structures which are relatively more finger 

like projections, and are travel longer distances also shown to decrease tremendously when 
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exposed to collagenase due to the cleavage of the microstructure into smaller fragments. 

Decrease in the total length of the skeleton when subjected to collagenase further proves the 

microstructure been broken down to smaller fragments and forming loosely connected distorted 

network after degradation. 

Figure 37: Microstructure Morphology of N-colloid aggregates at zero 

time-point in Fig: (A). Binary image & skeletonized Network image of 

the N-Colloid shows the dense compact structure. 
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Figure 38: Microstructure Morphology of N-colloid aggregates after 

degradation in PBS in Fig: (A). Binary image & skeletonized Network 

image of the N-Colloid shows the degraded network structure with more 

voids. 
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Figure 39: Microstructure Morphology of N-colloid aggregates after 

degradation in collagenase in Fig: (A). Binary image & skeletonized 

Network image of the N-Colloid shows less dense & compact structure. 
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Figure 40: Microstructure morphological features of the N-colloid 

analyzed by the above parameters ((***P ≤ 0.001, **P ≤ 0.01, *P ≤ 0.05, 

ANOVA) before & after degradation with PBS & collagenase. The value 

of n is nine. All the Parameters were shown to decrease at collagenase 

degradation. 

The first parameter which analyzes the length of the longest shortest path, shows that the tenuous 

fiber like strands in N-colloidal aggregates is shown to decrease after being exposed to PBS & 

collagenase. The No of branches (#)/skeleton, in N colloids form structures which are relatively 

compact & dense structures also shown to decrease tremendously when exposed to collagenase 

due to the cleavage of the microstructure into smaller fragments. Decrease in the total length of 

the skeleton when subjected to collagenase further proves the microstructure been broken down 

to smaller fragments and forming loosely connected distorted networks. 
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Figure 41: Microstructure Morphology of AB-colloid aggregates at zero 

time-point in Fig: (A). Binary image & skeletonized Network image of 

the AB-Colloid shows the compact & interconnected i.e. heterogeneous 

structure. 
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Figure 42: Microstructure Morphology of AB-colloid aggregates after 

degradation in PBS in Fig: (A). Binary image & skeletonized Network 

image of the AB-Colloid shows the degraded structure. 
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Figure 43: Microstructure Morphology of AB-colloid aggregates after 

degradation in collagenase in Fig: (A). Binary image & skeletonized 

Network image of the AB-Colloid shows the degraded structure. 
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Figure 44: Microstructure morphological features of the AB-colloid 

analyzed by the above parameters ((***P ≤ 0.001, **P ≤ 0.01, *P ≤ 0.05, 

ANOVA) before and degradation with PBS & Collagenase. The value of 

n is nine. All the Parameters were shown to decrease at collagenase 

degradation. 

The first parameter which analysis the length of the longest shortest path, shows that the 

heterogeneous network like structure in AB-colloidal aggregates is shown to decrease after being 

exposed to PBS & collagenase. 

The No of branches (#)/skeleton, in AB colloids form structures which are relatively a 

combination of both interconnected & dense structures also shown to decrease tremendously 

when exposed to collagenase due to the cleavage of the microstructure into smaller fragments. 

Decrease in the total length of the skeleton when subjected to collagenase further proves the 

microstructure been broken down to smaller fragments and forming loosely connected distorted 

network after degradation. 

Depending on the mode of aggregation, degradation profiles for the three colloidal gelatin 

aggregates varied, P-gels showed highest degradation both with PBS and collagenase due to its 

branched stranded network as compared to N- gels which forms a densely packed particulate 
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network, increasing the number and strength of interparticle bonds based on hydrophobic and/or 

electrostatic interaction forces caused lesser degradation than P-gels; and AB-gel due to its 

heterogeneity showed least degradation. 
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 Chapter 5 

SUMMARY AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

5.1 Outcomes of current work: 

The possibility of electrostatic self-assembly of gelatin nanoparticles were explored by introducing 

counter ions: sodium chloride, polyacrylic acid and gelatin B forming N-, P- and AB- colloidal gels 

respectively. 

Aggregates were formed from the three counter ions with distinct microstructure and varying 

aggregation kinetics. All three colloids showed distinct microstructures; N-colloid formed dense 

compact aggregates, whereas P-colloid aggregates formed loose tenuous networks and AB colloid 

formed a combination of dense & interconnected networks, following heterogeneous aggregates. 

Mechanical characteristics of the gels with distinct microstructure morphology were influenced 

by these microstructures. The mechanical characteristics of the three colloid aggregates varied 

with the different microstructure morphology. The amplitude strain sweep demonstrated P- gel 

was weaker with a lower yield point compared to the other two colloid aggregates. All the gels 

displayed gel like behavior with higher storage modulus until the critical strain value. The elastic 

moduli with higher particle fraction and with increasing frequency was most pronounced for N-

gel aggregates as they form compact dense organized particles, whereas for P-gel aggregates the 

networks grew as strands of interconnected particles. In contrast, AB-gel showed least 

dependence on particle fraction and increasing frequency indicating heterogeneous growth of 

networks. 

Further to analyze the different microstructure morphology in the P, N, AB colloid gelatin 

aggregates, several experiments were conducted to study their physiochemical characterization. 
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The different morphology of aggregates formed in the three colloidal gels influenced the 

entrapment & release of BSA Assay, FITC-D from the colloid aggregates. In-vitro degradation of 

the colloid aggregates was also analyzed utilizing collagenase 1A, varied amount of degradation 

were observed in the three colloid aggregates due to their difference in microstructural 

organization. 

Therefore, Gelatin based colloidal gels developed through modulation of aggregation kinetics 

provides a versatile material engineering tool to design 3D colloidal gels with distinct 

microstructural morphology and mechanical characteristics. 

5.2 Future Directions 

5.2.1 Microstructure Morphology Analysis using Image j calculations 

Microstructure analysis of colloid network can be studied through image j free plugin software. The pore 

in-between the network structure can be analyzed using the mesh hole analysis further depicting their mean 

mesh hole which could give us a concreate understanding of their different microstructure organization. 

5.2.2 Computer Simulations Models to study the Colloid Particles 

microstructure 

The self-organization of colloidal particles can be studied using computer simulations. Using a 

wide range of computational and theoretical techniques, we can aim to predict and characterize 

the equilibrium and steady-state structures formed when these particles self-assemble. 
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